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A b s tr a c t  P o sitro n iu m  fo rm a tio n  in p o sitro n -h y d ro g e n  c o llis io n s  is s tu d ied  using
S chw in g er’s princip le foi rearrangem ent collisions in the m om entum  space at low energies 
of positron impact in the range 6 8 -1 5 0  eV Only eight term s in a correlated basis expansion 
in both the direct and rearrangem ent channels are required to predict accurate cross sections 
foi S-. P-, D-. and h igher partial w aves upto L=15 in agreem ent w ith the K o h n -H u lth en  
variational results availab le  in the litera tu re  O ur findings ind icate  that there exist critical 
ang les due to destructive in terference betw een p a itia l-w ave con tribu tions to the scattering  
am plitude T hese are d isp layed  through su rlace  plots of the d ifferen tial cross-sec tion  The 
p ied ic ted  to tal c ross sec tio n s are in acco rd  w ith  the o b se rv ed  d ata  of the W ayne S tate  
ex perim en t [/V n \ R c\ A 55 361 ( ] lW ) |
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1. Introduction
The Schwinger variational principle has been utilised in the momentum space in recent years to 
study positron hydrogen collisions using a discrete correlated basis set [ 11. Accurate results 
to the elastic scattering have been reported for S-, P-, D-, and higher partial waves uploL=12 by 
this method in the incident positron energy-range 0.136 -  30.6 cV. The method has been 
extended to study the rearrangement collision process of positronium formation in positron- 
hydrogen collisions for the S-wave only with reasonable success [2).
In this work, following Joachain [3], we have formulated the Schwinger variational 
principle appropriate for rearrangement collisions in the momentum space. Instead of the 
K-matrix, we have analyzed the rearrangement scattering amplitude in a discrete basis set 
expansion and have applied it to positronium formation in positron-hydrogen collisions at low 
energies in the energy-range 6.8 -  15.0 cV. It is possible for us to obtain accurate values of the 
positronium formation cross section in this energy range with only eight terms in the basis 
expansion. The results arc compared with the theoretical and experimental data available in the 
literature [4-91.
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2. Theory
Following Joachain |3 |, wc arc able to write the ‘prior’ form of the scattering amplitude for 
rearrangement collisions using Schwinger’s principle in a perfect three-body scattering 
system : I + (2, 3)—»(1.2) + 3 as
[Tli(Pkr aki )]=<0, V ,+(V,- V ) G ;  * r  > + <* ,  V <P. >
-< Y /, V -  VGi v\ iP + > (1)
in which 0 f . <Pf denote respectively the plane-wave states in the direct and positronium 
formation channels, V , V^are the corresponding residual interactions with the lull Hamiltonian 
of the system given by H  -  / /  + V = H f + V  such that the channel states satisfy 
H(0 t H f 0  f =Ef0 f , whereas the Green’s operator G f = 1 / ( £ ' - / /  -f/f). We expand
H** and f into discrete basis sets ol single channel functions :
■P* a  u , v  =  y  b V  , (2)/ /..i m in t /La a
where am = bn = ^ h. / / “’) are linear constants.
It is useful now to define “ two-body” scattering amplitudes in terms of these basis 
functions .
Alj p k r aki ) = ( - f i l l 27r )«Pl \ V + v ; G ; V U , m> (Vj  = V , - V )  
( ^ r o*,) = (-/i/ n .n )< v i\ v \0 i >.
A,», / /27r) < i/„ |K k  >■
and the double-scattering amplitude
= AumiPk r<*,>
___ i__y  - — ) f  »-" A"r( t ik ' ' y k " ) A Y>"( y k "' y k ’)





where Any {pk f Aym{ )k ", cxkt ) arc defined lor the intermediate plane-wave states 10 "
belonging to the channel yof the Hamiltonian // , and the three-body amplitude as
[AIJ{fikl .«*,)] = ( - u , / 2*) [TrM ikr ak , )] (7)
wilh the final channel reduced mass ^  = (»/, + in2)ni^f((nit+in2) + m j ,  and the reduced mass 
in channel y,py=ni, ( w, + m, )/(/n ,+ ( m2+m})).
We now perlorm the partial-wave analysis in the usual way and optini.se the linear 
variational constants am, hn, using the stationary character of ’(/S t,,a k ,)]:
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’>) p,q = 1,2, nun 1,2, (8)
to obtain finally the stationary expression of the Schwinger variational scattering amplitude for 
positronium formation in positron-hydrogen collisions for the partial-wave L as :
[ O ,•<*,)] = X  X  C / r > r  ° * .) DT H,) ' A ^ ( p k r ak,)  (9,
where the ‘input’ two-body partial-wave amplitudes are all given in terms of the basis functions 
u vti in the direct and rearrangement channels, respectively, which are chosen in the forms :
u„Srr r2)= 0 Srvr2'>i,Srr r2) (10>
v„ (r, ,r, > = 0 1 (r,, ,  .v, , )  £„ (r, ,r2) (11)
with the channel plane-wave slates
0 i(rr r2 )=exp(ikr ri ) 0 , (r2) (12)
0  t (rv , s ]2) -cx /Tdk t , s l2) T] f ( r ]2) (13)
and the same correlation function for both the direct and rearrangement channels .
i(rr r, ) = (-!) 1 -«e " / (h /• + a ) (14)
s.t. = 0, a lm = p ; m{) = 1 for m = 1,2;  //i0 = 2 for /// = 3, 4 ; mQ = 3 for m = 5, 6 ; m0 = 4 for 
m = 7. 8. «7c*. In fact, wc have taken h -  1.0 and varied the non-linear variational parameters a and 
/> to make the Schwinger variational amplitude (9) stationary.
3. Results and discussion
The correlation functions (14) arc found to be quite flexible in this low-energy range and 
satisf actory results arc obtained w ith only N -  8 terms in the basis expansions (2) for partial- 
waves L = 0 to L = 15 to be in complete accord with the available Kohn-Hulthen variational 
results of Humbcrston [4) and Brown and Humberston 15] for the S-, F-, D-waves in the Ore gap 
6 8 -  10.2 cV. Table 1 shows our total cross section values alongwith those of the Harris-Nesbet 
variational calculation by Gien [8], and the 2 1-state close coupling approximation of Mitroy |6J. 
Our results are in excellent agreement with all these theoretical calculations.
T a b le  I . T he to tal p o sitro n iu m  fo rm ation  cross sec tion  in e +-h y d io g en  co llis io n s  in the 
energy range 6 H - 10 2 eV.
K(cV) 
*,(a.u )
6 8 5 5 7 6  
0 71
7 .6 5  
0 75
8 7 04  
0 .8 0
9 8 26  
0 85
P resen t w ork 0 03 17 o 7 5 0 7 l 7 1 1 0 2 6 0 3 7
G ien [8] 0 0 3 1 4 0 7 3 0 I 663 2 4 9 2
M itro y  f6 1 0 03 1 3 0 728 1 6 6 0 2 49
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The total positroniurn formation cross sections arc also found to be in good accord with 
the recent observed data of the Wavnc State group (Zhou et al [9]) as is evident from Figure 
I. The results of the 33-statc calculation of Kernoghan et al [7] are shown in this figure. There 
is satisfactory agreement between these two sets of results.
F ig u re  I. Tola! cross section for ground-state positroniurn fo rm ation  in positron-hydrogen  
collisions in the energy range 6 8 - 52 0 eV 1 Taken from graph
e* + H -> Ps  + H+
Figure 2. Surface plot ol the differential cross section for ground-state positroniurn formation 
in positron-hydrogen collisions as a function o f energy (6 85576 - 8.704 eV ) and scattering 
angle (0-50 deg)
Our findings indicate the existence of critical angles in positroniurn formation in positron- 
hydrogen collisions. These critical angles are found to exist because of the destructive 
interference between the partial-wave contributions to the scattering amplitude. Surface plots
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of the positronium formation differential cross section in Figures 2 and 3 display immensely 
rich structure and the nature of these critical angles.
F ig u re  3. Surface plot of the differential cross section for ground-state positronium  form ation 
in posit m n-H  collisions as a function of energy <0 X26 - 15 0 e V > and scattenng angle (deg)
4. Conclusions
Accurate results are presented for ground-state positronium formation in positron-hydrogen 
collisions at low-energies using a formulation of the Schwinger’s principle for rearrangement 
collisions. Retaining only N= 8 terms of a discrete correlated basis set in both the direct and 
rearrangement channels with the inverse powers of half-odd integers, it is possible to predict 
these results which arc in satisfactory agreement with the Kohn-Hulthen and Harris-Nesbet 
variational calculations [4, 5, 8] and the recent observed data of the Wayne State group [9J.
Another interesting feature of this calculation is our finding that it predicts critical 
angles m positronium formation at incident positron energies from the threshold at 6.8 eV. 
Surface plots of the differential cross section indicate the nature of these critical angles in great 
detail.
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